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For Perusal Only
If love should count you worthy,
and should

**simile**

deign one day to seek your door and be your guest,

**a tempo**

Pause! ere you draw the bolt and bid him

*Throughout, this quarter note motive should reflect a pulse.*
rest, If in your old content

Ah

you would remain

If love should count you

(melody in Bass)
For Perusal Only
lonely quest. Dreams of the unfulfilled and unpossessed. And

sorrow and life's imperrial pain.
Slower ($q = 69$)
(Bring out horn part)

He wakes desires you never will forget.

Slower ($q = 69$) (tenors falsetto)

He shows you stars you never saw before.

49 more motion
cresc.

49 more motion
cresc.

For Perusal Only
He makes you share with him for ever more. The burden of the world’s di-
Faster ($ \frac{q}{8} = 80 - 84$)

56

rit.

59

ff (higher octave if possible)

How wise you were to open—
not! _______ And yet, how poor ______ if you should turn him

from your door.
Tempo primo \( \frac{\text{q}}{\text{z}} = 72 \)

\[ \text{How wise you were to open} \]

Tempo primo \( \frac{\text{q}}{\text{z}} = 72 \)

\[ \text{and yet, How poor if you should not!} \]
Baritones come in very softly doubling second Tenors